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Abstract 
Therien, D., Two-sided wreath product of categories, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 74 
(1991) 307-315. 
The Krohn-Rhodes theorem describes how an arbitrary finite monoid can be decomposed into 
a wreath product of groups and aperiodic monoids. New tools have recently been introduced to 
refine and extend this fundamental result. New theorems can be obtained by considering 
monoids as a special case of categories, thus allowing more genera1 structures to appear as 
building blocks in decompositions results. Also, a two-sided version of the wreath product may 
be used as the connecting operation. This paper combines the two ideas: the new operation. 
called the block product, is defined directly as acting on categories and basic properties are 
presented. As an application, an open problem in the theory of regular languages is solved. 
Introduction 
In the theory of finite monoids, one is often interested in establishing decompo- 
sition results, i.e. in showing how monoids of a given type may be covered by 
connecting together elementary units in some way. Two classical examples, both 
involving the wreath product operation, are the Jordan-Holder decomposition for 
groups and the Krohn -Rhodes decomposition for monoids. 
New tools have been formalized recently that help considerably to solve such 
problems. First, allowing categories to appear as factors in decompositions can be 
shown to refine the traditional framework [8,9]. The generalization is natural and 
basic concepts of the former theory are easily adapted to the new setting [7]. On 
the other hand, the use of categories provides a finer analysis of algebraic 
behaviour and new results have been found that are impossible to express 
correctly in the monoid model [2]. The second idea is to consider a two-sided 
version of the classical wreath product, called the block product in [3], as the 
operation that connects the building blocks of the decomposition; many prop- 
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ertieb of algebraic systems are totally symmetric with respect to direction and are 
thus easier to understand in terms of a symmetric operation. 
The block product has been introduced as an egerator on monoids, although 
categories appear in a natural way when expressing its basic properties. In this 
article, we will give a praper definition of this operation, at the category level, 
and extend the known ;Jroperties accordingly. As an application we will get an 
upper bound on the dot-depth of a well-known family of semigroups. 
1. Notation 
A category C is given by a finite set N of objects, a collection of disjoint sets of 
arrows C= (C,j)i.j~~, and a partial binary operation on C satisfying the following 
requirements: 
- the product of two arrows s and t is defined iff s E Cij and t E Cik for some i, j, k 
in N; 
- the operation is associative, i.e. (st)u is defined iff s(tu) is defined, in which case 
the two products are equal; 
- for each i in N, there exists an arro\l li in Cii such that 1iX = x for any x in Cii 
and xii = x for any x in Cji. 
Two arrows s,t are coterminal iff they belong to the same Cij, they are 
consecutive iff s is in Cij and t is in Cj~. A category is said to be finite when the 
collection of arrows is finite. 
Let (N, A) be a finite directed multigraph, where N is the set of vertices and A 
the set of edges. For i, j E N, denote by Al; the set of all paths of finite length 
from vertex i to vertex j, including if i = j a path of length 0 denoted by li. Then 
A*=U i,jEN AZ; is the free category induced by (N, A), where the associative 
operation is concatenation of consecutive paths and { li} is the set of identities. 
A congnrence y on a free category A* is an equivalence relation on the arrows 
such that 
- if x is in A$, then [xl,, c At ; 
- if x is in A; and y is in A,;, then [xl, [ y], C [xy],. 
For example, the coarsest congruence is defined by x - y iff x and y are 
coterminal. The index of y is the number of classes; all congruences considered 
here will have finite index. If y is a congruence on the free category induced by 
the graph (N, A), a new category naturally arises by taking N as objects, 
{] 1 : x E Al; } as the set of arrows from i to j, and by defining the operation as 
&Y], = bYI y w h enever x and y are consecutive paths. 
Any finite category C is isomorphic to the quotient of a free category by a 
congruence of finite index. Indeed, if C is on the set of objects N and has its set of 
arrows generated by A (i.e. any nonidentity arrow in C can be expressed as a 
composition of arrows in A), then C is isomorphic to A” /y, where A * is the free 
category induced by (N, A), and x y y iff the sequences of arrows x and y 
multiply to the same value in C. This representation of C depends on the choice 
for A and is not in general unique. 
If A* ,B* are free categories induced by (M, A), (M, B) respectively, a morph- 
kn2 from B* to A * is given by two functions 4 o : --+ N and 4* : B*-+ A* such 
that (Bii)*+A C (Acie~bficb~j)*, iii)+” = &o) and (xy)4” = (xb”)(y4”). We 
will use (b to denote the pair of functions. 
Let, for any free category A *) a collection A”V of finite-index congruences on 
A* be given, and let V = U A “V, where the union ranges over all finitely 
generated free categories. We say that V is a C-variety iff the following conditions 
are met: 
(i) if y E A*V, and y C & then /3 E A*V; 
(ii) if P,r E A*V, then p n y E A*V; 
(iii) if y E A*V, and 4 : B*+ A* is a morphism, then 4~ E B*V, where 
x& y iff x-y andx4y y+. 
Equivalently, a C-variety can be defined as a collection of finite categories that 
is closed under direct product, morphic image and subcategory [9]. The notion of 
C-variety is thus a natural generalization of that of M-variety introduced by 
Eilenberg [l]; indeed, M-varieties can be obtained by restricting the above 
discussion to one-vertex free categories, i.e. to free monoids. 
2. Block product of C-varieties 
Let A* /y be a finite category. We define a new directed multigraph (NY, A ?) as 
follows. The set of vertices consists of all pairs ([u],, [u],) such that uu is a path 
in A”; next, for any path uau in A *, where a is in A, the set A,, contains an edge 
([u],, a, [u],) from the vertex ([u],, [au],,) to the vertex ([ua],, [VI,,). Since y has 
finite index and A is finite, the resulting graph is clearly finite; the induced free 
category is denoted by (A ?)*. 
Let z E A* and consider a factorization z = uxu of this path: this factorization 
induces a path, denoted P,,(u, x, u) (or simply P(u, x, u) when y is understood), 
in (A,)* as follows: the path P(u, x, u) goes from the vertex ([u],, [HI],,) to the 
vertex ([u& [VI,) and the length of P(u, x, u) is equal to the length of X; if 
x = li, then P(u, x, u) = l~I~rl,,,ul,J; if x = a, l l - a,,, then P(u, X, U) = cl - l l c,,, 
where Ci is the edge ([ua, l -0 a&,, ai, [a,+, l l *a&) of A,,. The following 
observations can be made: 
(i) every path in (A v)* has the form P(u, x, u) for some uxu E A * ; 
(ii) P(u, x, u) = P(w., y, z) iff u y w, u y z and x = y; 
(iii) P(u, x, u) and P(M), y, z) are coterminal iff u y w, u y z, ux y wy and 
XUY yz; 
(iv) P(u, xy, u) = P(u, x, yu)P(ux, y, u). 
Let p be a congruence of finite index on the free category (A,,)*. Define the 
equivalencePoyonA*byxPDyyiffxyyandforallu,usuchthat~vEA*, 
P(l4 X, v) p P(u, y9 v)* 
Lemma 2.1. p 3 y is a congruence of a finite index. 
oaf. Since x p q y y implies x y y, we get that x and y are coterminal. Suppose 
that x p q y y and w @ n y z. Then x and w are consecutive in A* iff y and z also 
are; if this is the case, we have xw y yz. For any u and v, uxwv is a path iff ~yzv 
also is; then 
P(u. xw, v) = P(lz, x, wv)P(ux, w, u) p P(u, y9 zv)P(uy9 z, v) 
= P(u, yz, v) . 
Hence xw p q y yz. The index of /3 c y is clearly finite. Cl 
We will say that a congruence p on (A,,)* is basic iff, for any x,y E A,;, 
P(l,, x, lj) p P(l,, y, Ii) implies P(U, X, V) P P(u, Y9 d 
for all ZI,V such that uxv E A*. Thus the P-equivalence of two paths P(u, x, v) 
and P(u, y, v) depends only on x and y. 
Lemma 2.2. Let V be a C-variety and p E (A,))*V for some congruence y on A*. 
There exists 6 E (A y )*V such that 6 is basic and 6 5 f?. 
Proof. On (A,)*, define P(u, x, v) 6 P(u, y, v) iff 
P(wl.4, x, vz) p P(wu, y, vz) 
for all w,z such that wu,vz E A *. It is easily verified that S is a basic congruence 
of finite index and that S G p. We now show that 6 E (A,)*V. 
For any w,z E A* define the morphism #,,_ : (A,)*+(AJ* by 
iS([~~],, [uz],) if wu,uz E A* , 
([Id],,, [u],)$:..; = i 
; wy. bl,) otherwise 3 
(Q, x, v))q;,, = 
P[wu, x, vz) if wu,vz E A* , 
P(u, x, v) otherwise . 
Clearly +,,~.z and +$. y are equa: whenever w y x, y y z and thus there are only 
finitely many different such map@ngs: denote them by &, . . . , &. It follows that 
#*Pn*=. f7 ~5~3 c 6 SO that 6 E (A,)*V. cl 
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We now d&me the block product V q W of two C-varieties by taking, for each 
free category A* the set of finite index congruences on A” defined by 
(6: 8 > p o y, for some y E A*W, /3 E (AJV} . 
Theorem 2.3. V n W is a C-variety. 
proof. If 6 E A*VO W and 6 c 6, then, by definition, 6, E A*Vo W. Let 6,z 
pi q ‘yr and S, > p2 q y2 with ‘yl ,y2 E A”W, & E (AJV, P2 E (A J*V’ It may be 
verified that S, na2 >(+,P, n 42P2)44~l n TV), where 4* : (A,,,-,,)*+&,,)* is 
defined by 
and similarly for 42. Since ‘yl n y2 E A*W and &P1 n #2P2 E (AY,,,)*, this 
shows that A”V o W is closed under intersection. Finally, let S > pb y with 
yEA*W and PE(A,)*V. If &P*+A* is a morphism, then s>$@u#r, 
where # : (A& *+(A,))* is defined by 
w,,, bl,,)+o = (bd4,~ bbl,) ’ 
(P&9 x7 V)MA = p,(udJ, x4, v4) ; 
indeed, if x e/3 CI q!q y, then x 4~ y so that x4 y y& also, if x,y E A,;, then 
P4y(ljY x9 lj) +P p&y(liy Yv lj) 
implies 
8,C1i&q ‘47 ljt#t) P ‘y(lid, Y+,lj4) l 
By Lemma 2.2 we can assume that j3 is basic so that P&v, x4, z) p P,,(w, y&, z) 
for all w,z E A* such that w(x+)z E A*. Thus x4 p CI y ~4, x4 S y4 and x #S y. 
Since 47 E A*W and rc/p E (A,,)*V, we deduce 46 E A*VD W. Cl 
This definitic In of the block product of C-varieties coincides with that given in 
[3] when only monoids are considered. Another important property of this 
operation on monoids can be extended to categories: it is the existence of a 
minimal basic solution for p such that 6 2 p •I y, where 6,~ are congruences on 
A *. This optimal solution is denoted Ker(G, y ) and defined by 
P(u, x, v) Ker@, y) P(u, y, v) 
iff x y y and wxz 6 wyz for all W,Z such that w y u, z y u. This definition is a 
two-sided categorical extension of the notion of kernel in group theory. 
Lemma 2.4. Ker(S, y ) is a basic congruence of finite index on (A ,,)*. 
Proof. Let 
and 
with P(u,, x,, u,) and P(uz,x2, u2) being consecutive paths in (A y)*. Then 
u,x, Y 4 Y %Yl and x2u2 y u, y y7u1. 
Choose any w ,z such that w y to 1, z y u2. We have that z y v2 implies 
x2* Y x2v2 Y 5’ Hence wx,x,z S wylxzz, because 
SiGlarly w y u 1 yields wy, y uly, y u, and wy,x,z S wy,y2z. Altogether 
wxlx2z S wy1y2z and Ker(6, y) is a congruence. Finiteness of the index and the 
fact that the congruence is basic are easily verified. q 
Theorem 2.5. If B is a basic congruence on (A,)*, then p o y c S iff /3 c 
Ker(& Y ). 
Proof. Suppose P(u, X, V) p P(u, y, v); then P(li, WXZ, li) p P(li, WYZ, li) for 
any w y 14, z y u, where i is the initial vertex of path w and j is the terminal vertex 
of path z. Since p is basic it follows that ~VXZ @ q y wyz and wxz S wyz. He,lce 
p c Ker(6, y b. Conversely we observe tinat Ker(6, y ) •I y c 6; hence whenever 
p s Ker(8, y ) (even if /3 is not basic) we have /3 o y c 6 as we!!. Cl 
3. An application 
Monoids can be viewed as categories on a one-element set of objects; in 
particular, free monoids are induced by one-vertex graphs. The quotient of a 
one-object free category by a finite-index congruence yields a finite monoid, and 
any finite monoid can be represented in this way. An M-variety is usually defined 
(e.g., in [I]) as a class of finite monoids closed under direct product, morphic 
image and submonoid. If V is a C-variety, the restriction of V to one-vertex free 
categories forms an M-variety; conversely, any M-variety can be so obtained from 
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a C-variety. This mapping from C-varieties to M-varieties is not injective, it is 
quite possible for different C-varieties to coincide on one-object free categories. 
If W is an M-variety, there are two known constructions yielding C-varieties 
whose restrictions to monoids coincide with W. The C-variety gW is defined as 
follows: for any free category B*, let B*gW = (p: fla @, where 4 : B*+ A* is 
a morphism, A* is a free monoid and y E A*W} ; next, define the C-variety AW 
by B*AW = (p: for each object i, the monoid (B* l& is in W. We then have, for 
any free monoid A*, A *gW = A” AW = A * W, i.e. the restriction to monoids of the 
C-varieties gW and AW coincide; moreover, if V is any C-variety whose restriction 
to monoids coincide with W, then gW C V c AW. Thus there is a unique C-variety 
V whose restriction to monoids is equal to W iff gW = AW. 
Let M = A* ly be a monoid; we write [xl,, s:J [y], iff there exists u,u E A* such 
that x y uyu; if [xl,, sJ [y], and [y], 5, [xl, we say that [xl,, and [y], are 
J-equivalent. We wish to consider the M-variety OA consisting of monaids M that 
satisfy esf = ef whenever e = e’, f = f’, e is J-equivalent to f, and e sJ S. DA can 
also be characterized as the smallest nontrivial M-variety for which the associated 
family of languages is a boolean algebra closed under unambiguous concatenation 
[4]. We will now prove that gDA = ADA. 
The following definition is needed: if V is a C-variety and W an M-varie:y, we 
define the M-variety VU W to be the restriction to monoids of the C-variety 
V q gW. The M-variety DA can be naturally parametrized using the block product. 
Let 1 be the trivial M-variety, J1 be the M-variety of idempotent commutative 
monoids; then the C-variety Al consists, for a free category B* induced by a 
graph (N, B), of the congruences {p: for all i in N, for all x,y E B,: , x /3 y}. We 
next set DA, = 1, DA, =J,andforn>l,DA,, = Al q DA,,_ *. In [2] it is shown that 
DA = U n DA,,. It is clear that we also have gDA = U ,, gDA,, . 
We now need to prove an equivalent characterization for ADA. The argument is 
based on a detailed analysis of the structure of the categories in ADA. The 
following definitions and results are all straightforward adaptations to categories 
of corresponding notions for monoids. Two arrows s and t in C are J-equivalent iff 
there exist arrows u *, u,, u, , u2 such that s = u, tu, and t = u,su2. An ideal I in a 
category C is a non-empty subset such that UC = I: an ideal is always a union of 
J-classes. It is a minimal ideal if it does not contain properly any other ideal; it 
then consists of a unique J-class. A minimal ideal I is trivial if I f~ Cij is empty or a 
singleton for all objects i, j of C. If C contains a trivial minimal ideal I, then a 
O-minimal ideal is an ideal K containing only I as a proper subspt that is also an 
ideal; K then consists of the union of two J-classes. We say that C is strongly 
connected if Cij is nonempty for all i,i. It is easy to check that if C is strongly 
connected, then it has a unique minimal ideal. It can also be shown that if B* @ 
has a unique minimal ideal that is trivial, then /3 > 4, P, n l - - n 4k & , where, for 
each i, p C pi, pi : B * --_) B* is a morphism and B* lpi has a unique O-minimal 
ideal. A O-minimal ideal K is null if any defined product of two elements of K lies 
in the minimal ideal. If I is an arbitrary ideal of C = B* IS, then C/I is the 
category defined as B* /y, where x y y iff x 6 y (or [x], ,[ y], E 1 and x - Yb 
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Lemma 3.1. Let C = B * /S be a strongly connected category with a trivial minimal 
ideal I and a null O-minimal ideal K; let CI’ K = B* ly. Then Ker(S, y ) E (B, )?I. 
Proof. Let i be a vertex of (BY)*, i = ([u],, [VI,,). We need to show that 
P(l.4, X, V) Ker(& y) P(U, li, V) 
whenever P(u, x, v) E (B;)ii, i.e. U.X ‘y u and xv y v. If [u], gK, then w y II iff 
w S ld ; hence wxz S 14x2 y uz 6 wz for all w y u, z y v. Similarly if [v], g K. If 
[ u18 and [v], are both in K, then for any w y u, z y v we also have [w], ,[ z], E K; 
thus [~vxz]~ and [ WZ]~ are both in I because K is null. Since I is trivial and 
wxz - wz we get wxz S wz. Cl 
Lemma 3.2. Let C = B* /S be a strongly connected category with a nontrivial 
mirtimal ideal d satisfying s ’ = s ’ T ’ for all s E C~i n I, and let CII = B* ly. Then 
Ker(S, y) f (B,)W. 
Proof. Define, for any s E I, R, = (xby E B*: s cJ [xl,, b E B, [xb], = st for 
some t in C}. For each pair ([xl*, 6) such that xby E R,, we have that [xl, = [xl, 
(since s <, [xl,) and the product [x18bB* is unambiguous. Using the argument of 
[2] it can be shown that R, is a union of (cu q y)-classes for some cu E (B,)*hl. 
Left-right symmetry similarly defines a subset L, of B*. The same proof as for 
the monoid case shows that the aperiodicity condition on I implies that {z: [z], = 
s} = R, n L,. From it we deduce that 6 > p q y for some p E (B,)*hl, so that 
Ker(S, y ) E (B,)*hl. Cl 
The proof of the following lemma is left to the reader: 
Lemma 3.3. For any M-variety W, g( Al ~7 W) = Al ugW. Cl 
Theorem 3.4. gDA = ADA. 
Proof. Since gW 5 AW is true for any M-variety W, it remains to show that 
ADA G gDA. Let C = B* lS E ADA. Without loss of generality we can assume that 
C is strongly connected and has a unique minimal ideal. If I is nontrivial, let 
C/I = B” /y. By induction on the cardinality of the category we can say that 
C/I E gDA. By Lemma 3.2, S E B*Al q gDA, hence S E B*g( Al IDA) by Lemma 
3.3. Since Al zDA C DA we deduce that C E gDA. If I is trivial, we can assume 
that C has a unique O-minimal ideal K, and by induction, that C/K is in gDA. If K 
is null, it then follows from Lemma 3.1 that S E B* Al ;3 gDA. Thus again 
C E gDA. Finally assume that K is not null; a standard argument indicates that 
K = J U I, where J is a J-class containing an idempotent e. We claim that C - I is 
a subcategory of C. Indeed, let x, y E C - I such that xy is defined; then e 5,xX, 
e 5, y. Then e = uxv = syt; also 4 = (uxvsyt)2’n+’ for all vn 2 0. We can rewrite the 
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last expression as ux(usytux)“h( ytuxus)“‘yt. Choose m such that usymu and 
ytuxus are idempotents; it is clear that they are both J-equivalent to e. Since 
C E ADA, the above product is equal to ux(usytux)‘“( ytuxus)“‘_v. 6.0 that e c J xy 
and C - I is a subcategory. We get by induction that C - I E gDA and an easy 
argument shows that C E gDA v gJ, , where v denotes the join operation. Since 
gJ, is contained in gDA, the result follows. 0 
We mention a consequence of this result for a problem about regular languages. 
A monoid is said to be J-trivial if the J relation is the equality. The question is to 
determine the dot-depth of semigroups in LJ = {S: eSe is J-trivial for all e = e’} 
(see [5] for definitions). It follows from [5] that semigroups in DA * LI are “f 
dot-depth at most 2, where LI = {S: eSe = e for all e = e’} and * denotes the 
wreath product of M-varieties. A result that has been rediscovered several times 
(e.g. in [S]) states that W * LI = LW iff the C-varieties gW and AW coincide. Since 
this is the case for DA we see that DA contain_: semigroups of dot-depth at most 
2. Now J C DA so that LJ C LDA and the bound @ 2 on the dot-depth also holds 
for LJ. - 
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